
        THE HORIZON.
IT’S CLOSER THAN 
        EVER BEFORE.

www.flippermarin.se



The horizon hides undiscovered secrets. Everything is possible. 

Perhaps you want to conquer one more island. And one more 

bay. Dive off the deck into the tranquil sea. Chase another of the 

archipelago’s amazingly colourful sunsets. You’ve arrived. This is 

the adventure that will take you beyond the everyday.
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The sea has been essential to man’s evolution. You can 

still feel it, in the way you delight in the salty surf as well 

as the open sea. When it’s time to relax, staying ashore 

is not an option.
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The best moments just happen, when the conditions are right. 

Load up your boat and set forth. Focus on living the life for 

which you were born.
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You can find the best 

things in life when you 

know where to look.



CREATE THE BEST
MEMORIES OF 

YOUR LIFE DC



760 DC
Life is meant to be enjoyed. 

Ideally on a grand scale with the 

people who matter the most.
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760 DC
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True beauty evokes respect and strong emotions. Beyond beauty, 

the Flipper 760 DC is also about raw power and agile movement. It 

is smartly designed for enjoying sunny days in a small or larger party.

LENGTH 7,58  BEAM 2,54  POWER RANGE 200–350 hp (147–257 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 7 



670 DC
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You will always remember your adventures on the Flipper 670 DC. 

But first you have to create the experiences. You are the captain of 

your memories. Start the engine. Untie the ropes.

LENGTH 6,66  BEAM 2,48  POWER RANGE 135–250 hp (99–184 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 7 



640 DC
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LENGTH 6,25  BEAM 2,46  POWER RANGE 115–200 hp (85–147 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 7 

A perfect combination of sporty handling and shared relaxation. 

The Flipper 640 DC was designed for just that. To inspire 

experiences that many can only dream of.



600 DC
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Boats are designed for the sea. And so is the smallest in our range, the 

600 DC. This full-blooded day cruiser tames the waves just like its big 

brothers. The fiery sports boat’s open layout is spacious enough for a 

larger group, too. It’s your perfect package for summer fun.

LENGTH 6,05  BEAM 2,22  POWER RANGE 80–150 hp (59–110 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 6 
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EXPEDITIONS AND
EXTRAORDINARY 

MOMENTS ST



880 ST
Only you can create the setting 

for moments that are never 

washed away.
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880 ST
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Perfect moments need a perfect backdrop. You can sense 

the uniqueness of the Flipper 880 ST from the moment 

you step on board. Our flagship model combines power, 

dexterity and incredible comfort. 

LENGTH 8,52  BEAM 3,15  POWER RANGE 300–600 hp (224–441 kW)  BERTHS 4+1  PERSONS 10 



880 ST
There are some things that simply take your 

breath away. The 880 ST is one of them. 

A product designed with passion, it exudes 

quality in every minute detail. Because anything 

less is just not good enough.
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Flipper Marin



670 ST
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The 670 ST opens your eyes to new possibilities. The longer the 

journey, the more you’ll feel at home. And if you dare, for the 

stern you can choose a dizzying 250 hp.

LENGTH 6,66  BEAM 2,48  POWER RANGE 135–250 hp (99–184 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 7 



640 ST
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Long-distance boat travel is a lifestyle, for which the 640 ST delivers everything 

you could desire. On top of this, it has the sporty yet precise handling features 

familiar from the DC series, guaranteeing speed, security and unforgettable 

moments from the minute you step on board.

LENGTH 6,25  BEAM 2,46  POWER RANGE 115–200 hp (85–147 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 7 



600 ST
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The Flipper 600 ST is an award-winning compact boat, which 

is safe and comfortable in more challenging conditions, too.

LENGTH 6,05  BEAM 2,22  POWER RANGE 80–150 hp (59–110 kW)  BERTHS 2+1  PERSONS 6 
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THE ABILITY TO 
FOCUS ON THE 

ESSENTIAL SC



640 SC
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The multifaceted Flipper 640 SC is ideal for those who appreciate high 

quality details. It’s a unique product of love and respect for the sea and 

boat travel. Welcome on board.

LENGTH 6,25  BEAM 2,46  POWER RANGE 115–200 hp (85–147 kW)  PERSONS 7 



600 SC
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The cornerstone of Flipper’s design philosophy, abundant open space, 

is also evident in the 600 SC. The smallest model in our range, it still has 

plenty of seating room for a larger party, too. In fine weather you can 

extend the bow of the boat into a relaxing sundeck.

LENGTH 6,05  BEAM 2,22  POWER RANGE 80–150 hp (59–110 kW)  PERSONS 6 



Made for demanding conditions
Flippers are made for the sea. Unique and individual with a contemporary design, their every 

detail has been meticulously planned. The sleek exterior exudes power, belying what’s under the 

surface. These boats are created for perfect driving pleasure.

Made for demanding conditions
Flippers are made for the sea. Unique and individual with a contemporary design, their every 

detail has been meticulously planned. The sleek exterior exudes power, belying what’s under the 

surface. These boats are created for perfect driving pleasure.
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The principal goal in designing the new Flipper range 

was to enable even better boat travel experiences. 

We focused on the essential, on making boat travel 

 enjoyable to every passenger from the very start. Our 

passion and love for boating combined with  unyielding 

determination helped us discover new, unforeseen 

solutions. The unique result sets a new standard for 

motorboating.

In 2011 we launched the Flipper 670 DC, a product of 

thousands of hours of design, research and testing. It 

was the blueprint for the new range and would serve 

as a comparison for everything to come. We brought 

 several innovations to the market, including the vacuum 

laminated reinforced hull. It enables unrivalled handling, 

sporty yet precise and secure, as well as more space 

onboard for enjoying the ride.

Such a unique package requires high quality  finishing, 

too. Smart and thoughtfully planned details, carefully 

chosen accessories and durable materials. These are 

our building blocks for a range of boats, which have 

brought the horizon closer than ever before. 



The new downward curving stern and the 

beautiful, meticulously thought out details 

make Flipper a distinctive head turner. 

The new downward curving stern and the 

beautiful, meticulously thought out details 

make Flipper a distinctive head turner. 
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The Flipper dashboard 

was created with clarity 

and usability in mind. With 

the right details in place, 

boat travel is both safe and 

carefree. You can focus on 

enjoying yourself. 

The Flipper DC and ST 

series are the perfect boats 

for weekends away, too.



The many carefully designed storage 

solutions ensure that larger parties can 

travel in comfort, too. In fact, you’re 

likely to have everything you need 

within immediate reach. The canopy 

can be conveniently folded behind 

the back seat, providing more space 

for seating and an easy access to the 

swim platform.
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Verado

Mercury outboards 

offer the best corro-

sion protection in the 

industry – regardless 

of water conditions.

The supercharged 

engine delivers tre-

mendous hole shot, 

unrivaled mid-range 

punch and excellent 

top speed.

Maintenance-free 

valve train and easy 

access to all filters 

make service fast 

and easy.

The Verado in-line 

six-cylinder engine 

is designed to run 

smoother, while 

the Advanced Maid 

Section (AMS) with 

perimeter mounts 

eliminates practically 

all engine vibrations.

The integrated 

oil cooler main-

tains optimal oil 

temperature to 

extend the life 

of the engine.

The SmartCraft 

DTS  System 

delivers full 

control, in-

stant throttle, 

response and 

smooth shifting. 

It keeps you in 

charge – in all 

conditions.

FourStroke

Mercury’s quiet 

and smooth running 

next-generation 

FourStrokes let 

you enjoy the 

nature without 

 overpowering it. 

The newly designed 

gearcase produces 15% 

less hydrodynamic drag 

making the engine even 

more efficient.

The cowl is light-

weight, compact 

and thermo-bonded 

in order to keep 

noise inside. The 

engine’s idle is so 

smooth and quiet 

that it can barely be 

heard.
The 115 HP FourStroke 

is the lightest out-

board in its league. 

The engine weighs 

20 pounds less than 

its closest four-stroke 

competitor.

If your boat  
could choose.
For years, Flipper has cooperated with Mercury to give you the 

best possible driving experience. We believe we have succeeded.

Mercury represents the pinnacle of outboard engine development. 

We share their enthusiasm and desire to make boat travel carefree 

and enjoyable, while keeping costs at a minimum. Mercury engines 

are lightweight, powerful and fast reacting, but also quiet. They 

have been designed to be economical, to give you more for less. If 

your boat could choose, it would choose Mercury.

If your boat  
could choose.
For years, Flipper has cooperated with Mercury to give you the 

best possible driving experience. We believe we have succeeded.

Mercury represents the pinnacle of outboard engine development. 

We share their enthusiasm and desire to make boat travel carefree 

and enjoyable, while keeping costs at a minimum. Mercury engines 

are lightweight, powerful and fast reacting, but also quiet. They 

have been designed to be economical, to give you more for less.  

If your boat could choose, it would choose Mercury.
FlipperMarin



Model range
In the Flipper range you’ll find boats 

for big and small adventures alike.

Length × beam

Weight without engine

Fuel tank

Fresh water tank

Draft

Power range

Berths

Persons

CE

880 ST
8,52 m × 3,15 m

3000 kg

380 l

100 l

0,70 m

300–600 hp (224–441 kW)

4+1

10

C

760 DC
7,58 m × 2,54 m

1700 kg

256 l

48 l, optional

0,75 m

200–350 hp (147–257 kW)

2+1

7

C
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670 DC ⁄ ST
6,66 m × 2,48 m

DC 1300 kg  ⁄  ST 1300 kg

214 l

48 l, optional

0,75 m

135–250 hp (99–184 kW)

2+1

7

C

640 DC ⁄ ST ⁄ SC
6,25 m × 2,46 m

1050 kg

145 l

48 l (SC 14 l), optional

0,70 m

115–200 hp (85–147 kW)

2+1 (SC –)

7

C

600 DC ⁄ ST ⁄ SC
6,05 m × 2,22 m

DC, ST 850 kg  ⁄  SC 800 kg

130 l

14 l, optional (SC –)

0,55 m

80–150 hp (59–110 kW)

2+1 (SC –)

6

C



Equipment

880 ST 670 ST 640 ST 600 ST 760 DC 670 D C 640 DC 600 DC 640 SC 600 SC

Anchor winch, bow – – – – – – – –

Anchor winch, transom – – – – – – – –

Berths 4+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 – –

Bilge pump, electrical –

Bilge pump, manual

Bow thruster – – – – – –

Canopy Sprayhood Sprayhood

CD/radio – – –

Cockpit cover for harbour use –

Courtesy lights

Cover for back seat – – – – – – – –

Cover for steering console – – – – – – – –

Cushions, including  sunbed

Deck hatch + black-out curtain – – – – – – – – –

Double battery

Extra battery – – – – – – – – –

Fender basket

Fender covers –

Fire extinguisher

Fixed fuel tank 380 l 214 l 145 l 130 l 256 l 214 l 145 l 130 l 145 l 130 l

Flushing toilet, septic tank – – – –

Fresh water tank 100 l 48 l 48 l 14 l 48 l 48 l 48 l 14 l 14 l –

Heater 4 Kw
Wallas 

1800t

Wallas 

1800t
–

Wallas 

1800t

Wallas 

1800t

Wallas 

1800t
– – –

Hot water system – – – – – – – – –

Hull accent grey

Hydraulic steering

Loudspeakers 4 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs 4 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs 2 pcs
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Standard equipment Accessories

The specifications, photographs, illustrations and descriptions 

in this brochure should not be regarded as a definitive guide 

to current specifications. Some of the accessories in the 

boats depicted in this brochure are not standard. We reserve 

the right to make changes without prior notice.

© Bella-Veneet Oy 2015

880 ST 670 ST 640 ST 600 ST 760 DC 670 DC 640 DC 600 DC 640 SC 600 SC

Mug holders

Offshore seat 1 pc 1 pc 1 pc 1 pc 1 pc 2 pcs 1 pc 1 pc 2 pcs 2 pcs

Option for chartplotter 12” 10” 10” 7” 10” 10” 7” 7” 10” 7”

Option for chemical toilet – – –

Radio/bluetooth player

Rails and fittings stainless, acid proof steel

Refrigerator 49 l
12V coolbox 

30 l
30 l 30 l 30 l 30 l 30 l 30 l 30 l

12V coolbox 

25 l

Shore power – – – – – – – – –

Shower drain in toilet room + shower – – – – – – – – –

Shower on swim platform – – – – – – – – –

Signal horn – – – – – –

SmartCraft instruments

Stove + heat blower lid Wallas 85Dt
Wallas 

800t+220

Wallas 

800t+220
– – – – – – –

Table, cockpit – –

Teak, laminate

Teak, massive – – – – –

Tilt steering wheel – – – – – – – – –

Trim tabs

USB charging port

Ventilator in bow cabin – – – – – –

Water ski pole –

White hull colour

Windshield wiper – –

Windshield wiper for passenger – – – –

12V DC output



Flipper Marin
Hamnvägen 8

Stockholm (Täby)
08-544 44 240
www.flippermarin.se


